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About This Game

«15 Defense»

Basic description
Love challenging gameplay?

Check this game out on your PC and see if you can survive for more than 5 minutes! Octopuses, piranhas and shark attacks
won't leave you a spare sec!

There's a tough battle on the beautiful bottom of a deep blue sea.
Move your jellyfishes and charge them to defend your small 4x4-cell kingdom. Counteract: freeze your enemies, sniper-shoot
them and run away from their agression. Collect pearls, get money and upgrade your skills and talents to boost up your attacks

and survival time.
Improve your results and compete with your friends!

Game tutorial and hints will help you through, don't miss them.

Features.
Interesting gameplay.

Endless game (“Mission”,"Survival" and "Waves").
Variety of ancillary skills.

Easy to play, but mischievous foes.
Table achievements - to fulfill the story game.

Opportunity to improve its own record.
The game is aimed at a wide audience.
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Title: 15 Defense
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
LiMAVR
Publisher:
Atriagames
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2017
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I wouldnt recommend this game for the price. This game is just a numbers game. It should be priced at $4.99 MAX. Very nice
game! Steam on steam... :). Played it years ago on my Xbox 360 and I wanted to revisit it on my Linux Box, sadly however it
doesn't work that well under Steam Play due to heavy performance issues. Can't recommend due to that reason but it's a solid
game, granted you can get it working

I'd class this review as Informational but I can't do that. i like it! i wish there were more video games that took this sort of
classical yet refreshing approach when it comes to those first-person dungeon crawlers. Sees trailer "This looks neat"
 plays the game "Nice"
 listen to music "Really nice"
 Battle system "great combat"
 Final thought "NOICE"

 My opinion "This is a really good or nice game to play and im been enjoying it for about 2 hours now"

 To everyone "If your bored and want to buy a $5.00 game on Steam i recommend buying this RPG for fun". Russian Subway
Dogs” is a difficult game, and not for everyone, but it’s gameplay is engaging, it’s difficulty curve is generous, and it’s supported
by cute graphics and awesome music.

It also helps that it’s the only game where you can slow down time by drinking a cup of coffee, then roast an elk by air-juggling
vodka right into it’s face.

Best Dogs.. This game was actually kind of a train wreck, from the start i saw this from streamers, they played a bit and they
showed me how to do the basics, and the importance of crafting.

Then when i got into the game the cancer settled in pretty ♥♥♥♥ing quick.

Lets go off this list.

========>

The zombies hit like ♥♥♥♥ing trucks, and you need a weapon to combat them at all times.

The game is ruthlessly difficult, the game is impossibly difficult at night, you have to literally exploit the game and stand on top
of things like storage containers and cars/trucks/vans and lastly semi trucks.

The game feels like rust, but its progression system is slow as♥♥♥♥♥ you can't progress through the game easily, the game is
constantly throwing worse and worse dangers at you.

This game is a haven for those dudes who love to go in with 4 players and absolutely raid the joint.
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unfinished, the names for half of the containers are not implemented.

The game's gear spawn timers are wonky and stupid, all loot worth taking is as rare as finding a notch apple in minecraft past its
item being uncraftable.

the game forces you into this awful spawn area, infested with undead who are as dangerous as expert level bullet hell games.

the other breeds of zombies, right now there are 3, from my knowledge, don't even show up on the minimap.

This game is littered with bugs, like you having the effects of being overburdened when you're not actually overburdened.

There is no way to know your weight, all water is tainted, infection is like a girlfriend with extreme moodswings.

public servers are a ♥♥♥♥ing nightmare, the game is literally empty and the experience is like intentionally trying to step on a
♥♥♥♥ing rusty nail.

ALL, AND I MEAN ALL of the good♥♥♥♥♥♥ the items worth using and that makes the game survivable and bearable,
(even though the zombie spawn rate is ♥♥♥♥ing insufferable and hilariously unbalanced.) is behind doors you have to beat this
insane unturned level horde beacon raid boss♥♥♥♥♥♥to get to, and usually its just armor, never weapons, precious weapons.

SPOILAGE IS IN THIS GAME AT AN EARLY FORM, WHY? Now i know this may be confusing, but this makes the game
considerably harder, seeing as there is no fridges, hoarding food has become officially not viable, More difficulty, YAY!

Robots are not in every point of interest, and you should not expect them to be, seeing as the water treatment plant doesn't have
any from my knowledge.

========>

Would i recommend this game to anyone in its current state? ♥♥♥♥. No.

Its way too difficult and its a huge grind to do the most minor♥♥♥♥♥♥ earlygame is literally taking your patience, and putting
pressure on it, trying to break it.

The game wants to make you angry, everything is against you on this game with barely any content.

Oh and if you thought this game had cars, that would be a nope.

Have a nice day!. Played on Novice and died 1,999,999 times. Good game--nice graphics, very absorbing. Story is predictable,
but it didn't take away from my enjoyment of it.. Non-Euclidean eurojank mazes from the makers if Il-2 Sturmovik. its a good
game but it is too small on a story, other than that it is a good RPG game
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Was a real trippy experience. Pretty fun stuff! Can sit in chair and just tilt head from side to side and go for a ride. Very nice
game for VR noobies to get a taste of the possibilities. Will be sweet for partys. Free so can't go wrong!

Must Try for any VR user!. this is an awsome game this is more enjiyable with your friends. Althoug there are no quagga's in
the game, I like it very much!. From the first half an hour I must say it's way more advanced than the last Emergency game.
Definitely need to take a second look on the weekend. But from what I can tell so far: Yup. That's the game the emergency
crowd has been waiting for.. Mr Robot. 10 \/ 10

A little Robot Adventure in 3D world with puzzles
A great game, a wonderfull story and well executed....
I wish we had more games like this : ))
Play at your own speed....

[ secret ]
I really like the sounds that were also used in DeusEx... LOL.... makes me happy : ))
[ \/ secret ]. Avoid buying at all costs. Do not get this game. The only reason I have it is because they weasled it in to a package
deal. F*ck them I would have never bought the package if I knew this sh!t was in there. They trick you into getting it because
they want you to play it. If you launch this game once your life is over. They will find you. You can't hide from Tank Universal.
I can feel them coming, my time is limited. Spread the word. Do NOT get Tank Universal.. This is basically the first men of war
and plays the same as the other games in the MOW series, however i can't recommend it mainly because two reasons. Firstly the
AI is totally brain dead, it often won't respond to commands or go the wrong way if you order them to go somewhere, this forces
you use direct control most of the time (mainly for vehicles). And this brings me to my second reason, the camera movement is
really limited and makes it frustrating as you are forced to play at weird angles and this limitation really bugs me. There are
plenty of good MOW games to enjoy, just not this one. (side note! if you still bought the game and it crashes on launch, run it in
comparability mode, that should fix the launch issue). Ok, I've always been somebody who actually likes Steam greenlight. It
gives people the chance to have their efforts seen, and get themselves out there a bit. You never know when a nice little gem will
be found.
But this is an example of Greenlight gone wrong...

It's a simple little platformer, decent enough on the surface, but my god is it infuriating to play.
The background is confusing, often making you unsure of what can and can't be stood on, and what will and won't hurt you.
The same with objects. Pick up the green swirly things, but don't touch the identical looking pink\/white swirly things, because
they hurt.
Those dangerous looking explosions on the floor? They're perfectly safe bounce pad things!
Enemies: They're pretty much all stationary turrets. Some can be destroyed when shot, some can't. No real indication of whether
or not one can be until you try.
Water will either hurt you, instantly kill you, or allow you to swim in it. The only way to find out which it will be is to jump in!
Even the final screen of the game is terrible. It says the end, and tries to thank you for playing, but half of the text goes off the
screen! Are you serious??

The biggest redeeming feature (if you can call it redeeming) is that there seems to be no lives system, and checkpoints are
everywhere, so you never lose much\/any progress.
So you can push your way through if you have the patience for the horrible level design, and inconsistent mechanics, but there's
little reason to.... Within five minutes of purchasing and launching this game, both my monitors shut off suddenly, my
headphones stopped working, and then I spilled sweet tea all over my desk, turning my mouse and keyboard into a sweet sticky
mess. This game is undoubtedly the vector for some awful Texan curse. Game itself is pretty fun though.. I really enoyed this
one! Looking forward to the sequel, whenever it gets finished!
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